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The most convenient way to travel in New York City is by subway, but many first-time tourists, and even locals find the complexity of the
system intimidating and confusing. Whether you are a first-time visitor or have struggled to use the subway in the past, this guide is for you!
This book makes absolutely no assumptions about what you know about taking public transportation in New York. Illustrated with more than
70 pictures and figures, this detailed guide breaks down everything you need to know about using the subway. Filled with detailed information
and many pictures, this guide will alleviate your fear and confusion about taking the subway and allow you to navigate it confidently and
effectively. What this guide includes: - A step-by-step guide on how to use the subway - Dealing with weekend and weeknight service
changes - 70+ pictures and figures allowing you to visually understand the system - Tips, tricks, and subway etiquette - Getting from New
York's three major airports into Manhattan
n/a
Based on the smash #1 New York Times bestselling series Strange Planet, a charming guided journal featuring the fascinating inhabitants of
Nathan W. Pyle's colorful world. The curiously relatable inhabitants of Strange Planet are at it once again! Illustrated with art from the Strange
Planet collections, Nathan W. Pyle's guided journal takes a fresh, self-reflective look at the behavior that makes us human. Strange Planet:
Existence Chronicle explores favorite themes from the Strange Planet social media stream and books, including emotions, recreation, and
cultural traditions. Filled with prompts from the Strange Planet universe, and showcasing the signature Strange Planet characters in pastel
hues of pink, blue, green, and purple, this guided journal can help fans explore and better understand the "strange planet" they inhabit.
In Matthew Inman's New York Times best selling 5 Very Good Reasons to Punch a Dolphin in the Mouth (And Other Useful Guides), samurai
sword-wielding kittens and hamsters that love .50-caliber machine guns commingle with a cracked out Tyrannosaur that is extremely hard to
potty train. Bacon is better than true love and you may awake in the middle of the night to find your nephew nibbling on your toes. Inman
creates these quirky scenes for theoatmeal.com, which launched in July 2009 and already has more than 82 million page views. In fact, every
15 to 30 seconds, someone Googles one of theoatmeal.com's creations. Now, 60 of Inman's comic illustrations and life-bending guides are
presented in full-color inside 5 Very Good Reasons to Punch a Dolphin in the Mouth (And Other Useful Guides). Consider such handy advice
as: 4 Reasons to Carry a Shovel at All Times, 6 Types of Crappy Hugs, 8 Ways to Tell if Your Loved One Plans to Eat You, 17 Things Worth
Knowing About Your Cat, and 20 Things Worth Knowing About Beer.
Business Etiquette Made Easy
By the People Who Call It Home
Modes & Manners
The Essential Handbook of Victorian Etiquette
Pocket Rough Guide New York City
Going into Town
Famous New Yorkers Share Their Favorite Places

A practical guide to the new rules of the real estate game This book presents a an overview of the economic, cultural, and historic
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perspective on the changing state of personal real estate ownership in the United States. It identifies the pertinent questions people
should ask when considering buying or selling a home. The real estate industry has changed dramatically over recent years as
home values fall and people move out of the suburbs back into cities. Written by the CEO of Better Homes and Gardens Real
Estate and Zillow's top blogger, Next Generation Real Estate explains the practical, real-world state of today's real estate industry.
Overcrowding. Lengthy queues. Increasing animosity from locals. Loss of authenticity. Disappointment. As tourists, how can we
improve tourism for locals, their communities, their culture and the environment - as well as for ourselves?By taking steps to "be
invisible," of course!Unbeknownst to most tourists, there is a hidden power within them. This handbook examines the lesserknown problems with overtourism, how they came to be and details practical solutions to help you unlock this power to use as a
force for good.Packed with everything you need to know to tailor your own invisibility cloak, you'll learn how to: Plan a stressfree trip every time & ways to reduce disappointment; Enjoy popular destinations without contributing to overcrowding; Feel
fulfilled by personal, authentic encounters with locals whilst helping their businesses; Avoid pickpockets & scammers for a safe
travel experience; Preserve local cultures & identities instead of diluting them; Protect attractions of significant cultural heritage
& the natural environment.Learn how to make the most of your next travel experience by "blending in!"
A guide to twenty-first-century manners for young professionals covers topics ranging from cellphone and e-mail etiquette to fine
dining and making introductions, in a work that includes commentary from the author's granddaughter.
Essential for understanding Victorian way of life, this is a very interesting book on the code of manners of Victorian behavior.
This book is about life in the Victorian World when the British Empire never slept or the sun never set on it. America in the
Victorian World was still a colony and indeed wanting to become it's own in identity. The book plays an important role in
explaining that the rules and manner system of America was very similar to the British at least in the old families of Boston and
Philadelphia. This highly entertaining little book is great for those just starting to learn about the Victorian culture.
Emily Post's Wedding Etiquette, 6e
Book of Etiquette
Strange Planet: The Sneaking, Hiding, Vibrating Creature
New Rules for Smarter Home Buying & Faster Selling
Exploring Calvin and Hobbes
A Love Letter to New York
5 Very Good Reasons to Punch a Dolphin in the Mouth (And Other Useful Guides)
One of the 52 Series' most popular travel decks has been completely updated, including new sights and adventures.
The catalog to an exhibition spotlighting the comic strip features an interview with the artist and information on the cartoonists who
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influenced him, his early work, the tools he used, the characters, and his depiction of various subjects.
Brooklyn is comprised of dozens of vibrant neighborhoods, each with its own distinctive quality and history. But for most people,
New York City is synonymous with Manhattan, and until recently few visitors have ventured beyond the famous Brooklyn ...
Uncover the hidden side of New York City with this insider's e-guide Home to soaring skyscrapers, eclectic museums, and a foodie
scene like no other, this rapturous city is endlessly enticing. But beyond the well-trodden sights of the Empire State Building and
the Met lies the real New York City: a whole other side waiting to be explored. We've spoken to the city's locals to unearth the
coolest hangout spots, hidden gems, and personal favorites to ensure you travel like a local. Grab a coffee from the cafes the
locals catch up in, browse fresh produce at vibrant farmers' markets, or explore the quirky galleries the students rave about.
Whether you're a New Yorker looking to uncover your city's secrets or seeking an authentic experience beyond the tourist track,
this stylish guide makes sure you experience New York City beneath the surface.
The Messy Nessy Chic Guide
I Never Knew That About New York
A Five-Step Method to Mastering Etiquette
Modern Etiquette for Families
A Complete Hand Book for the Use of the Lady in Polite Society
kate spade new york: all in good taste
The Midwest Survival Guide
What do famous people love to do during their free time in the Big Apple? Like all New Yorkers, even the well-known among them have cherished
rituals that connect them to their city in a unique way—favorite restaurants, delis, museums, parks, galleries, landmarks, haunts, and hideaways. For
one resident, it may be watching tango dancers on Saturday nights in Central Park; for another, it’s riding a bike over the Brooklyn Bridge to get a
slice of Grimaldi’s pepperoni pizza and a view of the Manhattan skyline from across the East River. Perhaps it entails choosing from the many varieties
of bread at Rock Hill Bake House in the Union Square Greenmarket or simply walking across 46th Street and ending up at the great Broadway
hangout, Angus McIndoe. In a refreshing step beyond the usual travel guides and tourist listings, My City, My New York quotes VIPs and gives readers
something truly unique: a chance to experience Manhattan the way its most notable luminary residents do. The activities and establishments included
are diverse, often eclectic, and, most-importantly, nonexclusive––you don’t need to be a celebrity to enjoy them. While offering new and creative
possibilities for exploration, My City, New York is also a love letter to the Big Apple and will touch even the most jaded New Yorkers. Celebrities
include: - Matthew Broderick - Woody Allen - Bette Midler - Joan Rivers - Donald Trump - Chris Noth - Mayor Michael Bloomberg - Alex Rodriguez
As a third-generation New Yorker who was born, bred, and educated there, Jake Dobkin was such a fan of his hometown that he started Gothamist, a
popular and acclaimed website with a focus on news, events, and culture in the city, and “Ask a Native New Yorker” became one of its most popular
columns. The book version features all original writing and aims to help newbies evolve into real New Yorkers with humor and a command of the facts.
In 48 short essays and 11 sidebars, the book offers practical information about transportation, apartment hunting, and even cultivating relationships
for anyone fresh to the Big Apple. Subjects include “Why is New York the greatest city in the world?,” “Where should I live?,” “Where do you find
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peace and quiet when you feel overwhelmed?,” and “Who do I have to give up my subway seat to?” Part philosophy, part anecdote collection, and part
no-nonsense guide, Ask a Native New Yorker will become the default gift for transplants to New York, whether they’re here for internships, college, or
starting a new job.
A colorful and fun postcard set based on the phenomenally popular #1 New York Times bestseller Strange Planet The fascinating and strangely
familiar inhabitants of Strange Planet are at it once again in this charming set of 26 postcards, each featuring a beloved scene from Nathan W. Pyle's
explosively successful comic universe. This perforated pad of postcards bound inside a hardcover case is the perfect keepsake for any Strange Planet
fan who wants to spread the love to their friends and family or use the 26 images to decorate. Featuring the wildly popular characters in the signature
palette of pinks, blues, greens, and purples, this postcard collection is sure to catch the eye of fans and "beings" of every generation.
Nathan W. Pyle’s first picture book in his Strange Planet series, a #1 New York Times bestseller! Based on his popular Instagram comics, Nathan W.
Pyle presents a delightful, heartfelt, and clever picture book that young and old beings alike will enjoy reading together. When the nearest star rises,
Lifegiver has an exciting quest planned for Offspring! Follow along as they observe a strange creature that sneaks, hides, and vibrates around their
house. Hilarity ensues as the blue beings try to mimic this talented creature. As always, Nathan W. Pyle draws humor from his unique perspective on
human activity and delivers a colorful experience that is an ode to cats and humans alike. This book is a joy to read and share, no matter how many
revolutions you’ve made around the nearest star.
Don't Be a Tourist in New York
How to Not Look Like a Tourist
The Essentials of Business Etiquette: How to Greet, Eat, and Tweet Your Way to Success
Strange Planner
A Guide to Modern Manners
How to Behave

New York Times Bestseller The sequel to the #1 New York Times bestselling phenomenon Strange Planet,
featuring more hilarious and poignant adventures from the fascinating inhabitants of Nathan W. Pyle's colorful
world. In this eagerly awaited sequel, Nathan takes us back to his charming and instantly recognizable planet
colored in bright pinks, blues, greens, and purples, providing more escapades, jokes, and p h r a s e s. Nathan
mixes his most popular Instagram comics with more than thirty original works created exclusively for this
second volume to explore four major topics: traditions, nature, emotions, and knowledge. He inducts new and
longtime fans into a strangely familiar world and its culture, from “cohesion” (marriage) to “mild poison”
(alcohol) to the full lyrics to “The Small Eight-Legged Creature” (sung to the tune of The Itsy-Bitsy Spider).
Bright, colorful, and whimsical—yet charmingly familiar—Stranger Planet is out-of-this-world fun.
The founder of The Plaza Hotel’s Finishing Program, “the picture of grace,” spills her insider tips on how to
achieve an upper edge in your career (Vogue). Etiquette expert Myka Meier has coached thousands of business
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professionals and worked with internal human resources and hiring departments of some of the most
successful Fortune 100 companies to learn what it takes to be the best in business. It may surprise you to learn
that etiquette is what differentiates you from everyone else, and Business Etiquette Made Easy shows you how
to put your best professional foot forward. Whether you’re just entering the workforce or have been working for
many years and want to revamp your image, Myka shares practical tips that are simple to incorporate into your
everyday business life. Through easy-to-follow chapters, you’ll learn how to: Master resumes and interviews at
any level Dress like a polished professional Make a great first impression Network like a pro Have superb
business dining table manners And much, much more! Perfect for a recent college graduate as well as those
looking to climb the ladder in their respective jobs or industries, Business Etiquette Made Easy is an essential
read for any working professional. Praise for Myka Meier “Meier isn’t your grandmother’s etiquette teacher.”
—Elle Decor “America’s queen of good manners.” —The Times Magazine “One of the most flawlessly presented
and impeccably mannered women.” —New York Post “The Queen of Etiquette.” —Daily Mail
A year-long journal and planner based on the phenomenally popular #1 New York Times bestseller Strange
Planet The colorful inhabitants of Strange Planet are at it once again in this week-at-a glance planner that can be
started in any month--the perfect gift for "beings" both organized and disorganized. Strange Planner includes
sections for twelve months, each illustrated with popular Strange Planet characters and containing: A
memorable saying from Strange Planet A month-at-a-glance overview page 4 week-long spreads broken down
into 7-day entries Space for contact information and addresses A keepsake pocket with a page of Strange Planet
stickers An elastic enclosure for convenient book transportation Designed with the signature Strange Planet
palette of pinks, greens, blues, and purples, Strange Planner is an exciting way for Strange Planet fans to
engage with their favorite characters every day.
Let How to Behave teach you the intricacies of • Road Rage Survival • Airplane Seating Etiquette • Facebook
Manners • Shopping Cart Navigation • Polite E-mail Practices • Crowded Elevator Propriety • Office Cubicle
Courtesy • Online Dating Decorum From the grocery store to the workplace, from standing in line to friending
online, How to Behave gives you step-by-step instructions and multiple strategies for navigating the social
situations of modern life.
Etiquette
99 Stories I Could Tell
Avengers Disassembled
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Manners Begin at Breakfast
An Exhibition Catalogue
New York City Like a Local
Ask a Native New Yorker

Scarlet Witch. Captain America. Iron Man. Witness the historic fall of the Avengers in South Korean style! Collected for the first time in
English, leading Korean publisher Daewon C.I.’s original manhwa reimagines some of the most historic Avengers stories of all time for a whole
new audience! The return of a long-dead hero. The annihilation of Avengers Mansion. The death of a beloved Avenger. As tragedy mounts on
tragedy, will the Avengers turn on each other? Who is behind the worst day in Avengers history? Experience the heartbreaking psychological
drama that changed the Avengers forever — in brilliant manhwa format. Established South Korean artists and writers take on a famous
Avengers saga!
New York Times Bestseller Living in New York City for five years as a transplant from Ohio, illustrator and T-shirt designer Nathan Pyle was
fascinated by the unique habits and unspoken customs New Yorkers follow to make life bearable in a city with 8 million people (and seemingly
twice the number of tourists). In NYC Basic Tips and Etiquette, Pyle reveals the secrets and unwritten rules for living in and visiting New York
including the answers to such burning questions as, how do I hail a cab? What is a bodega? Which way is Uptown? Why are there so many
doors in the sidewalk? How do I walk on an escalator? Do we need be touching right now? Where should I inhale or exhale while passing
sidewalk garbage? How long should I honk my horn? If New York were a game show, how would I win? What happens when I stand in the
bike lane? Who should get the empty subway seats? How do I stay safe during a trash tornado? Each tip is a little story illustrated in simple
black and white drawings.
Living in New York City for five years as a transplant from Ohio, illustrator and T-shirt designer Nathan Pyle was fascinated by the unique
habits and unspoken customs New Yorkers follow to make life bearable in a city with 8 million people (and seemingly twice the number of
tourists). Nathan decided to draw his favorite tips and etiquette lessons and post them on the internet, where his 12 original panels went viral
immediately and became the basis for this hilarious illustrated book (check out the fully animated ebook, too!). In NYC Basic Tips and
Etiquette, Pyle reveals the secrets and unwritten rules for living in and visiting New York including the answers to such burning questions as,
which cabs should I try to hail? What is a bodega? Which way is Uptown? Why are there so many doors in the sidewalk? How do I walk on an
escalator? Do we need to be touching right now? Where should I inhale or exhale while passing sidewalk garbage? How long should I honk my
horn? If New York were a game show, how would I win? What happens when I stand in the bike lane? Who should get the empty subway
seats? How do I stay safe during a trash tornado? Each tip is a little story illustrated in simple black and white drawings. Visitors and
newcomers to New York will love it because the advice is smart, funny, and not condescending. New Yorkers will love it for its strategic and
humorous approach to mastering the daily chaos of the city.
Whether you have an afternoon, a few days, or more at your disposal, Rough Guides' carefully curated itineraries help you plan your trip, and
the "Best of" NYC section picks out the highlights you won't want to miss. Divided by area for easy navigation, the "Places" section is written
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in Rough Guides' trademark honest and informative style, with listings of the must-see sights and our pick of the best places to eat, drink, and
more. Make the most of your time with Pocket Rough Guide New York City.
A Lady Knows
Strange Planet
Stranger Planet
Tools to Take You to the Top
Doormen
Avengers K Book 3
Drawn to New York

“An elegant call to courtesy and decorum—meant not to shame but to encourage” from a royal mother,
business woman, and parenting blogger (The Wall Street Journal). Princess, parent, and founder of a
successful children’s clothing line, Marie-Chantal of Greece is constantly asked how she manages to do it
all—raise her kids and run her business while leading an active social life. So many of these
queries—about proper etiquette for children in our fast-paced, technology-centered world—led her to
recognize the need for a modern handbook on children’s manners. Manners Begin at Breakfast addresses
rules of etiquette, including basic table manners, social media, fashion dos and don’ts, and party
conversation. Covering children from infants to teens, Manners Begin at Breakfast is an essential guide for
all parents concerned about raising self-assured, well-adjusted children who are equipped to thrive in
society and develop into confident, successful adults. Illustrated with charming, specially commissioned
watercolors and written in a lively, conversational style, it is certain to become a perennial and parental
must-have resource. “When in doubt . . . ask a princess! Because even royals have to contend with social
media gaffes and dinner guests doing paleo.” —Town & Country “Princess Marie-Chantal of Greece . . .
puts some pomp in her Ps and Qs.” —Vanity Fair “A how-to guide on navigating everything from
international travel to playdate dress codes . . . Chock-full of actionable, sweetly illustrated tips, proving
that modern etiquette doesn’t have to be some antiquated, chew-like-you-have-a-secret ordeal.”
—Domino
Little fascinates New Yorkers more than doormen, who know far more about tenants than tenants know
about them. Doormen know what their tenants eat, what kind of movies they watch, whom they spend
time with, whether they drink too much, and whether they have kinky sex. But if doormen are unusually
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familiar with their tenants, they are also socially very distant. In Doormen, Peter Bearman untangles this
unusual dynamic to reveal the many ways that tenants and doormen negotiate their complex relationship.
Combining observation, interviews, and survey information, Doormen provides a deep and enduring
ethnography of the occupational role of doormen, the dynamics of the residential lobby, and the mundane
features of highly consequential social exchanges between doormen and tenants. Here, Bearman explains
why doormen find their jobs both boring and stressful, why tenants feel anxious about how much of a
Christmas bonus their neighbors give, and how everyday transactions small and large affect tenants'
professional and informal relationships with doormen. In the daily life of the doorman resides the
profound, and this book provides a brilliant account of how tenants and doormen interact within the
complex world of the lobby.
A declaration of love to Peter Kuper’s adoptive city, where he has lived since 1977, this diary is a vibrant
survey of New York City’s history. Kuper’s illustrations depict a climb to the top of the Brooklyn Bridge, the
homeless living in Times Square, roller skaters in Central Park, the impact of September 11, the luxury of
Wall Street, street musicians, and other scenes unique to the city. With comics, illustrations, and
sketches, this work of art portrays everything from the low life to the high energy that has long made
people from around the world flock to the Big Apple. Drawn to New York is a reflection of one artist’s thirtyfour years on twelve miles of island with eight million people in a city whose story is ever being written.
New York Times Bestseller A hilarious full-color guide to Midwestern culture, from comedian and journalist
Charlie Berens, creator of the viral comedic series "The Manitowoc Minute" Have you ever had a goodbye
lasting more than four hours? Do you lack the emotional capacity to say “I love you” so you just tell your
loved ones to “watch out for deer”? Have you apologized to a stranger because she stepped on your foot?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, there’s a good chance you’re a Midwesterner—or a
Midwesterner at heart. Even if you answered no, you probably know someone who held the door for you
from two football fields away. He likely waved at you and said, “Hey there,” like you organized the church
bar crawl together. That was a Midwesterner in the wild. We understand that your interaction was
strange—but it’s likely to get stranger. Don’t wait until they stick their head in your second-floor window
to invite you over for a perch fry because they climbed on your roof to clean your gutters. There’s no need
to pull the pepper spray; this species is helpful by nature. And the relationship could be very
symbiotic—but only if you let it happen. And that’s where this book comes into play. Inspired by my
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comedy tours across the Midwest and life growing up in Wisconsin, this book is an exploration into my
favorite region on Earth. Some may think the Midwest is just a bunch of bland flyover states filled with
less diversity than a Monsanto monoculture. But scratch that surface with your buck knife and you’ll find
rich cultures and traditions proving we’re more than just fifty shades of milk. So whether you’re a bornand-bred Midwesterner looking to sharpen your skill at apologies or a costal elite visiting the in-laws for
the holidays, this book will help you navigate the Midwest, with everything from the best flannel looks to
dating and mating rituals (yes, casserole is involved) to climbing the corporate corn silo to how to handle
a four-way stop—and every backyard brat fry in between. And for those of you who don’t like reading,
don’t worry—we’ve got pictures! Toss in illustrations, sidebars, quizzes, and jokes worthy of a supper club
stall and The Midwest Survival Guide is just the walleye-deep look into this distinctive, beautiful, and
bizarre American culture you’ve been looking for.
My City, My New York
An Illustrated Chronicle of Three Decades in New York City
30 Tours Exploring Historical Legacies, Neighborhood Culture, Side Streets, and Waterways
Walking Brooklyn
NYC Basic Tips and Etiquette
Modern Manners
Greetings from Strange Planet
The Definitive Guide to Professional Behavior Whether you’re eating lunch with a client, Skyping with your boss, or meeting a business partner
for the first time--it's all about how you present yourself. The Essentials of Business Etiquette gives you 101 critical tips for improving behavior
in any business situation--all delivered in a quick, no-nonsense format. "If you are looking for practical guidelines on how to conduct yourself in
a business situation, what behaviors you need to use to get ahead, and how to be sure that you do not offend others, read this book!" -MADELINE BELL, President and COO, The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia "Pachter has once again done an excellent job at highlighting
some key tools to succeed in leadership and how to conduct yourself in the workplace." -- JOSEPH A. BARONE, PharmD, FCCP, Acting Dean
and Professor II, Rutgers University, Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy "The pragmatic advice Barbara offers is sure to meaningfully help people
be more confident and effective in multiple business situations." -- ELIZABETH WALKER, Vice President, Global Talent Management,
Campbell Soup Company “Readable, well-organized . . . presents practical, sound advice on the most common situations involving business
etiquette: communication, body language, dress, dining, telephone, and cell phone use, making presentations, job interviewing, and many other
essentials. Recommended. All business collections and readership levels.” -- CHOICE
NYC Basic Tips and EtiquetteHarper Collins
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A treasure trove of fascinating trivia about the city that never sleeps Did you know: • Grand Central Terminal is the largest railway station in the
world. • Columbus Circle is the point from which all official distances to and from New York are measured • When Queen Elizabeth II visited
Trinity Church in 1976, she was presented with 279 peppercorns in back rent • Macy’s owns almost a full city block…but not the real estate its
famous sign featuring its signature red bag is on. Take a delightful journey from the bottom of the island of Manhattan to the top and discover
extraordinary facts about New York along the way. You’ll find yourself saying, “I never knew that about New York!”
Straight from the mind of New York Times bestselling author Nathan W. Pyle, Strange Planet is an adorable and profound universe in pink, blue,
green, and purple, based on the phenomenally popular Instagram of the same name! Strange Planet covers a full life cycle of the planet’s
inhabitants, including milestones such as: The Emergence Day Being Gains a Sibling The Being Family Attains a Beast The Formal Education of
a Being Celebration of Special Days Being Begins a Vocation The Beings at Home Health Status of a Being The Hobbies of a Being The
Extended Family of the Being The Being Reflects on Life While Watching the Planet Rotate With dozens of never-before-seen illustrations in
addition to old favorites, this fixed-format e-book offers a sweet and hilarious look at a distant world not all that unlike our own. I feel more
attractive. Honestly, you are. It’s the star damage. I CRAVE STAR DAMAGE.
How We Talk, Love, Work, Drink, and Eat . . . Everything with Ranch
Modern Etiquette Made Easy
Hard-Earned Advice on Surviving and Thriving in the Big City
A Doodlebook To Help You Create
The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, and Manual of Politeness
Unlocking Your Hidden Power for Overtourism Solutions
The Absolute Beginner’s Guide to the New York Subway
Washington Post "10 Best Graphic Novels of the Year" New York Magazine "The Year's Most Giftable Coffee Table Books" Newsday
"Best Fall Books" The Verge "The Ten Best Comics of the Year" An Indie Next Pick Winner of the New York City Book Award From
the #1 NYT bestselling author of Can't We Talk About Something More Pleasant?, Roz Chast, an "absolutely laugh-out-loud
hysterical" (AP) illustrated ode/guide/thank-you to Manhattan. New Yorker cartoonist and NYT bestselling author Roz Chast, native
Brooklynite-turned-suburban commuter deemed the quintessential New Yorker, has always been intensely alive to the glorious
spectacle that is Manhattan--the daily clash of sidewalk racers and dawdlers; the fascinating range of dress codes; and the priceless,
nutty outbursts of souls from all walks of life. For Chast, adjusting to life outside the city was surreal--(you can own trees!? you have to
drive!?)--but she recognized that the reverse was true for her kids. On trips into town, they would marvel at the strange visual world of
Manhattan--its blackened sidewalk gum-wads, "those West Side Story-things" (fire escapes)--and its crazily honeycombed systems and
grids. Told through Chast's singularly zany, laugh-out-loud, touching, and true cartoons, Going Into Town is part New York stories
(the "overheard and overseen" of the island borough), part personal and practical guide to walking, talking, renting, and venting--an
irresistible, one-of-a-kind love letter to the city.
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Emily Post's Wedding Etiquette is the classic indispensable, comprehensive guide to creating the wedding of your dream, now in its
sixth edition. Today's weddings are more complicated than ever, with new traditions replacing old, and new relationships to consider as
family life grows more complex. Emily Post's Wedding Etiquette has everything a bride will ever need to know to have the perfect
wedding. Anna Post guides brides and their friends and family through weddings to maximize fun and reduce stress, including: How to
handle awkward family situations How to address envelopes and word invitations How to choose an officiant How to blend family
traditions The timeline of events throughout the engagement and during the wedding Who to include on your guest list How to use
technology to your advantage
“[Myka] spills the secrets used at both The Plaza Hotel and Buckingham Palace that will help you look and feel instantly more
polished.” —The Glam Pad Myka Meier learned formal etiquette while training under a former member of the Queen of England’s
household. Now, in her debut book, the founder of The Plaza Hotel’s Finishing Program breaks it down into five easy steps to help you
feel 100 percent confident in the areas of social, dining, business, and networking etiquette. In this refreshingly entertaining etiquette
guide, Myka combines her passion for etiquette and love of humor to share tips that are sure to give you a competitive edge in both
your social and professional life. Through easy-to-follow chapters and relatable lessons, you’ll learn how to: Create the best first
impression Become the most coveted party guest Network like a pro Practice good table manners And much, much more! Perfect for
everyone who’s ever gone for the cheek kiss as the new acquaintance offered a handshake, or hobbled home from a networking event
in stilettos. Fitting for messy-bun millennials who find themselves suddenly adulting without a clue, or mid-career professionals hoping
to revamp their image. Or really, for anyone at all—at the end of the day, we could all use some more respect and kindness, and Modern
Etiquette Made Easy offers advice and insight like a friend. Pinkies down! “An optimal choice for readers looking to add that finishing
touch to their own grace and style.” —Library Journal
From the bestselling author of NYC Basic Tips and Ettiquette comes 99 Stories I Could Tell, a guided journal with 99 prompts plus a
customizable cover. Nathan Pyle takes journalers for a creative ride through the pages of this product--each prompt comes with a mix
of black lines (solid boundaries to color) and blue lines (to trace and use as a jumping off point for further imagination. The prompts
move from extremely suuportive towards the start of the journal (giving the journaler lots of structure so as not to intimidate them) to
more free-form , the idea being that the journalers skills will increase the more they progress. The prompts themselves are a collection
of inventive and humorous trips down memory lane, helping journalers curate and draw their most prized recollections, and also to
unearth memories they didn't know they had (a lie you were told as a child that you believed until recently, or the first fictional death
you experienced). With a well-honed sensibility for what shares well online and what people are searching for, each of the 99 stories has
been chosen because it prompts emotional resonance and will be content people will be excited to share on their social media. The
prompts can also be mixed and matched to create all new narratives, the way musical notes can be lined up differently to make new
tunes. Package wise, this journal is a large square, big enough to satisfy doodlers, but light enough to easily fit in a backpack or totebag.
The book's jacket is a silk-screened PVC case which adds to the nostalgic feel (reminiscent of a toy); the jacket is also removemable to
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reveal an uncoated cover where journalers can embellish the design in their own way, making each and every journal totally
customizable.
Next Generation Real Estate
The Essential Guide to Professional Success
Strange Planet: Existence Chronicle
"The Blue Book of Social Usage"
52 Adventures in New York
The third book with Kate Spade New York, all in good taste is a charming entertaining guide to throwing
chic, stylish get-togethers. The culture of entertaining is just as important as the food and drinks you
serve, the flowers on your table and the music on your speakers; all in good taste sends rigid rules out
the door and invites in unpretentious ideas that are easy, festive, and authentic, always with an air of
deliberate polish. Filled with how-to's, personal essays, anecdotes, menus, tips, recipes and a liberal
dash of style, all in good taste will transform you into the hostess everyone wants an invitation from.
The book covers all of the essential lost arts how to shuck an oyster, curating a stellar guest list,
dinner-table topics, cocktails in the city right alongside modern conundrums like food photo etiquette
and innovations like serving pot pies in teacups. Whether you entertain a little or a lot, or just love
being the person everyone wants to sit next to at dinner, all in good taste is the modern classic you'll
treasure and dog-ear for years.
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